This is a subject less written of than practiced, which I think it well to bring before the profession for 
This is a subject less written of than practiced, which I think it well to bring before the profession for discussion, that ideas may be brough to light, giving us all the benefit of them.
Why should we bleach a discolored tooth ? Nature gives us our teeth with a uniformity of color. With the death of a pulp comes a change, more or less discoloring the affected tooth, and in some instances making it very noticeable to the casual observer and objectionable to the possessor. For instance, when we meet a person with nice, clean, white teeth, we observe nothing wrong, the eye not being attracted to any especial feature; but let there be one decidedly dark tooth in the front of the mouth, and the eyes are so involuntarily fixed as to require an effort on the part of the observer to refrain from gazing offensively* So, to have all the features in harmony, the teeth must be harmonious. 
